How tall are the trees near me?

LEARN how citizen scientists measure trees

LEARN how trees use materials from the Earth to grow

CREATE a collage or sculpture of trees

How do trees get so big?

LEARN how trees grow

CREATE a drawing of the trees near you

translate

What do trees need to live?

LEARN how animals use trees to survive

CREATE a drawing of animals that live in trees

What kinds of animals call trees home?

OBSERVE trees and animals near you

CREATE a picture of a healthy tree

OBSERVE the health of trees

OBSERVE the health of trees

LEARN about what trees and plants need to grow

ASk about a topic you would like to explore.

CREATE a product to share what you learned.

LEARN about that topic and how NASA is involved.

OBSERVE the world around you and find data to explore.

nasa.gov

observer.globe.gov/trees-family-guide